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Abstract. Managers of species that exist as metapopulations are faced with many decisions.
In this paper we use a decision-theory framework to examine a fundamental management
question: Should we focus on decreasing the local extinction probability of subpopulations by
increasing the size of their patch, or should metapopulation viability be improved by
constructing more patches? Using a spatially implicit stochastic metapopulation model and
stochastic dynamic programming (SDP), we found the optimal solution to this problem for both
the finite- and infinite-time horizon cases.We showed that the SDP solutions outperform a range
of heuristic management strategies. The optimal strategy for a given parameter set depends
heavily on metapopulation parameters, and it is difficult to make generalizations about the
optimal restoration strategy a priori. Although heuristic strategies performwell in some cases, it
is not possible to judge their performance until the SDP solution has been computed, and for this
reason we advocate the use of SDP as amanagement tool in restoration.We demonstrate the use
of SDP by deriving an optimal management strategy for a population of the Mount Lofty
Ranges Southern Emu-wren (Stipiturus malachurus intermedius).
Key words: conservation; decision theory; Fleurieu Peninsula, South Australia; metapopulation; Mount
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INTRODUCTION
Habitat fragmentation is one of the major threats to
biodiversity around the globe. Many species are now
restricted to semi-isolated or isolated patches of habitat
scattered within uninhabitable areas created by human
land use or changing climatic conditions (Hanski and
Simberloff 1997). Because of the scale at which
fragmentation has occurred globally, there is an urgent
need for managers to understand how to manage
threatened species that live in fragmented habitats
(Harrison and Bruna 1999). In some cases the viability
of populations threatened by habitat loss or fragmenta-
tion may be improved by habitat restoration (e.g., Bond
and Lake 2003, Moffatt et al. 2005, Schtickzelle et al.
2005, Schultz and Crone 2005). However the best way to
restore a landscape so that the chance of species
persistence is maximized is extremely complicated, and
must consider factors such as: the size of patches, the
number of patches, patch quality, colonization through
the matrix, and the spatial arrangement of patches
(Moilanen and Cabeza 2002, Tscharntke et al. 2002,
Schultz and Crone 2005, Maschinski 2006, Isaak et al.
2007). The value of taking an action has also been
shown to depend on the management objective (Ovas-
kainen and Hanski 2003, Nicholson and Possingham
2006, Hartig and Drechsler 2008), further complicating
the issue. One method of dealing with this complexity is
to model the population using the metapopulation
framework (Levins 1969, Hanski and Gaggiotti 2004a).
A metapopulation is an assemblage of spatially
delineated local populations, coupled by some degree
of movement between populations (Hanski and Gag-
giotti 2004a). Since the metapopulation concept was first
introduced (Levins 1969), there has been a plethora of
papers exploring metapopulation dynamics (for reviews,
see Hanski and Gaggiotti [2004b] or Hanski and
Simberloff [1997]), but few about managing metapopu-
lations (Possingham 1996, Etienne and Heesterbeek
2000, Etienne 2004). In this paper we examine one of the
most fundamental landscape reconstruction questions
facing metapopulation managers: Should we increase
the number of patches in a metapopulation network, or
should we increase the area of existing patches?
There are a few studies that examine the question of
optimal patch size and number of reserves for meta-
population persistence (Etienne and Heesterbeek 2000,
Etienne 2004, McCarthy et al. 2004). These papers
suggest the existence of an optimal patch size at which
the patches are large enough to have a small probability
of local extinction, but also are replicated sufficiently
that a single local extinction does not mean that the
entire population will go extinct (Etienne and Heester-
beek 2000, McCarthy et al. 2004). These studies
concluded that the optimal reserve configuration de-
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pends on the management objective chosen (Etienne and
Heesterbeek 2000, Etienne 2004, McCarthy et al. 2004).
Etienne and Heesterbeek (2001) found that the local
extinction probability has a greater effect on the mean
time to metapopulation extinction than the probability
of patch colonization. Ross et al. (2008) found that
protecting habitats took priority over creating new
habitats in systems where landscape dynamics dominate,
which also suggests that the primary concern in
extinction-prone systems is to ensure the survival of
local populations.
These studies contain a wealth of general principles
for improving the persistence of threatened species that
exist as metapopulations, but the transformation of the
theory into information that can be used by managers
has been slow (Possingham et al. 2001). While there are
a number of generic rules that have evolved from theory,
implementation has been hampered because managers
need to be able to prioritize their use of resources within
an economic framework and make efficient conservation
decisions; there have been few studies that provide a way
to choose between options in a budget-constrained
world (Shea et al. 1998). One notable exception in
metapopulation theory is the work of Drechsler et al.
(2003), which provides a procedure that enables a
manager to use patch occupancy data and population
viability analysis techniques in conjunction with multi-
criteria analysis to produce a rank order of management
options.
Decision theory provides a formal framework within
which managers attempt to achieve explicitly stated
objectives (Shea et al. 1998, Possingham et al. 2001).
With a well-defined objective, it is possible to use
mathematics to find an optimal strategy to best achieve
the goals of the management (Resnik 2002). This has
great appeal in conservation biology, where managers
are faced with multiple options, limited budgets, and
often high consequences of failure, like species extinc-
tion (Tear et al. 2005). Decision theory provides
conservation managers with a rational, transparent,
and efficient means of justifying their management
decisions (Joseph et al. 2009). In light of this, decision
theory is becoming more common in the conservation-
biology literature, and is being used to answer a broad
range of questions. Some of the diverse topics covered
include optimal translocations (Lubow 1996, Rout et al.
2007), optimal release strategies for biological control
agents (Shea and Possingham 2000), optimal monitoring
and management for eradication of pest species (Regan
et al. 2006, Bogich and Shea 2008), optimal reserve size
(Haight et al. 2004), which of two populations should be
reserved (Tuck and Possingham 2000), optimal fire
regimes (Richards et al. 1999), and optimal harvesting
(Spring and Kennedy 2005).
In this paper we start with the premise that a manager
can improve the persistence of a metapopulation with
two forms of habitat restoration: by increasing patch
area or by creating an entirely new habitat patch (Levins
1969, Hanski 1994). We ask the question: When should
a manager choose to increase the patch area, and when
should he or she choose to increase the number of
patches? This is a basic question where habitat
restoration is being considered as an option to improve
persistence of a species, yet to date the attempts have
failed to find general rules due to the spatial and
temporal complexity of the real world (Frank and
Wissel 1998, Westphal et al. 2003). In this paper we use
stochastic dynamic programming to generate the opti-
mal solution to this problem and demonstrate its use
with a case study for managing the endangered Mount
Lofty Ranges Southern Emu-wren (Stipiturus malachu-
rus intermedius) in the Fleurieu Peninsula, South
Australia.
METHODS
We consider a spatially implicit stochastic patch-
occupancy metapopulation model (Ovaskainen and
Hanski 2004) in which we have a landscape of discrete
patches of viable habitat surrounded by a matrix of
inhospitable land, and each patch is either occupied or
unoccupied. Because the model is spatially implicit, we
make the simplifying assumption that an organism has
the same potential to colonize another patch, regardless
of which patch it currently occupies (i.e., we ignore the
effect of inter-patch distance on colonization probabil-
ity), and that the colonization probability of an
unoccupied patch is a function of the number of
occupied patches, not which patches are occupied. To
further simplify the model, we assume that all patches
are of equal area at a given time. While this may seem
restrictive, Frank and Wissel (2002) have shown that it is
possible to approximate a real heterogeneous patch
network with a model of a homogeneous patch network
with equivalent features.
For the purposes of this theoretical study, we assume
that the manager has an available restoration budget in
which he could either add a new patch, or else increase
the area of all patches. Although managers may not
have the opportunity to restore area in all the patches at
once, the spatially implicit model cannot keep track of
individual patch areas. The reader should be aware of
this assumption before applying the results of the study
to a real metapopulation (note however that changes to
the area of the homogeneous network can theoretically
be translated back to real metapopulations using Frank
and Wissel’s [2002] approach). We assume that only one
action can be completed in a time step and the area of
land restored under each management option is the
same (effectively a fixed budget).
The calculations were programmed in MATLAB
R2008a (MathWorks 2008) with a 2.66 GHz Intel Core
2 Duo processor with 3.25GB RAM.
Formulation of the stochastic patch-occupancy model
Each state of the system is characterized by three state
variables: the number of patches in the network (M,
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whereM 2 fMmin,Mminþ 1, . . . ,Mmax – 1,Mmaxg), the
number of occupied patches in the network (n, where n 2
f0, 1, . . . , Mg), and the area of each patch in the
network (A). The state variable A is divided into discrete
states of resolution k, and ranges from a starting area
Amin up to Amax (i.e., A 2 fAmin, Aminþk, . . . , Amax – k,
Amaxg). In this paper we set k¼ 1. We use the notation
(M, n, A) to refer to a state withM patches of area A, of
which n patches are occupied. The transitions between
states are described by a discrete-time Markov chain
that describes the processes of colonization and extinc-
tion. We use the notation P[(M, n, A) ! (M0, n0, A0)] to
refer to the probability that a system in state (M, n, A)
undergoes a transition to state (M0, n0, A0).
We assume that the probability that a patch will
undergo a colonization or an extinction event is
binomially distributed, based on the number of unoc-
cupied patches, and number of occupied patches,
respectively (Wilcox et al. 2006). Hence the probability
of x extinction events is
P½ðM; n; AÞ ! ðM; n  x; AÞ ¼ n
x
 
exð1  eÞnx ð1Þ
where the probability of local extinction is given by e.
We assume that the relationship between the local
extinction probability and patch area is as follows
(Gilpin and Diamond 1976, Hanski 1994):
eðM; n; AÞ ¼ b
Aa
ð2Þ
where species-dependent parameters, a and b, describe
the dependence of the patch extinction probability on
the patch size (Hanski 1994).
Using the same notation as Eq. 1, the probability of y
colonization events is
P½ðM; n; AÞ ! ðM; n þ y; AÞ ¼ M  n
y
 
h yð1  hÞMny
ð3Þ
where h is the probability of at least one colonization
event. If there are n occupied patches in a network, then
the probability of patch colonization h is 1 minus the
chance that none of the occupied patches colonize an
empty patch:
hðM; n; AÞ ¼ 1  ð1  cÞn ð4Þ
where each occupied patch can colonize an unoccupied
patch with probability c. Each occupied patch is
assumed to have an equal chance (c) of colonizing every
unoccupied patch. The parameter h describes the
cumulative colonization force of all the patches, which
each have an independent probability, c, of colonizing
an empty patch. To distinguish between the parameters
h and c, we will refer to c as the ‘‘colonization
parameter’’ and h as the ‘‘colonization probability.’’
The management options are described as transition
probabilities. An increase in the number of patches in
the network adds a new patch to the network
deterministically (i.e., with probability 1) unless the
maximum allowable number of patches Mmax is
exceeded, in which case this management option has
no effect. We can write these conditions as transition
probabilities as follows:
P½ðM; n; AÞ ! ðM þ 1; n; AÞ ¼ 1
for M 2 Mmin; Mmin þ 1; . . . ; Mmax  1f g
P½ðMmax; n; AÞ ! ðMmax; n; AÞ ¼ 1: ð5Þ
The management options have equal cost, so increasing
the patch area should add the same area as adding a new
patch to the network. This means that the area added by
increasing the patch area of a network in state (M, n, A)
must be A/M. We define Anew¼AþA/M to be the new
area after the patch increase has occurred. However
because A must be a discrete variable, it is not always
possible to add exactly A/M to each patch, as A/M is a
continuous variable and may result in an area that is
between two discrete states. To deal with this problem,
we use the proximity of the increased area to the nearest
states to define a probability that the transition occurs.
This assumption means that the effect of increasing
patch area is stochastic. The effects of the stochasticity
will increase with the coarseness of the resolution of the
discretization k. If k is kept relatively small (in this
manuscript we set k¼ 1 throughout), then the stochastic
effect should be relatively minor.
If Anew , Amax, then an increase in patch area is given
by
P½ðM; n; AÞ ! ðM; n; Anew  remðAnew=kÞÞ
¼ k  remðAnew=kÞ
k
P½ðM; n; AÞ ! ðM; n; Anew  remðAnew=kÞ þ kÞ
¼ remðAnew=kÞ
k
if Anew  Amax; then P½ðM; n; AÞ ! ðM; n; AmaxÞ ¼ 1
ð6Þ
where rem denotes the remainder after division. In all
cases the probability of transition from (M, n, A) to any
states not described by Eq. 6 is equal to 0.
The last condition of Eq. 6 means that the manage-
ment costs will not be equal when the patch area
approaches its upper limit. Unfortunately this boundary
effect cannot be avoided as the stochastic dynamic
programming algorithm requires a finite state space. To
ensure costs remain equal in this paper, we simply
allowed for maximum patch sizes to be large enough so
that the truncation of area did not take effect during the
management periods studied (i.e., we ensured that the
maximum area was large enough so that increasing
patch area could be carried out in every time step
without exceeding Amax). The maximum area required to
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achieve this will occur if patch area is increased in every
time step (i.e., the number of patches remains constant).
This translates to a maximum patch area of Amax ¼
Amin(M þ 1/M )t over a period of t time steps with a
starting state (M, n, Amin). The value of Amax was set
using this method in all of the results that follow.
We assume that the order of events in a time step is
first colonization, and then extinction (Day and
Possingham 1995, Westphal et al. 2003). This timing is
arbitrary and could easily be set to occur the other way
around (Day and Possingham 1995). Because we
measure the population after a decrease (local extinc-
tions), this order of events will generally give us a more
conservative population estimate than if we set the
timing of events to extinction followed by colonization,
but the underlying metapopulation dynamics are not
affected by the choice (Akc¸akaya and Ginzburg 1991).
A summary of the parameters used in the model is
given in Table 1.
Incorporating the management strategies
Using the transition probabilities defined in the previous
section, we can create elements of a transition matrix
T(M,n,A)!(M0,n0,A0),q by calculating the probability Pq[(M, n,
A) ! (M0, n0, A0)] that the system undergoes a transition
from a state (M, n, A), to any other possible state (M0, n0,
A0) ¼ (Mq, n þ y – x, Aq), given that we implement
management strategy q and where the number of
extinction and colonization events is denoted by the indices
x and y, respectively. Each management strategy is
assigned a value of q as follows: q¼ 0 (do nothing), q¼ 1
(increase patch area); and q ¼ 2 (add new patch). The
symbols Aq and Mq refer, respectively, to the number of
patches and the area of the patches after applying
management strategy q. If q¼ 0, Aq¼A and Mq¼M. If
q¼1, we apply Eq. 6 to determineAq, andMq¼M. If q¼2,
we use Eq. 5 to determineMq, and Aq¼A. The number of
occupied patches is unaffected by themanagement strategy
implemented; it is a stochastic state variable determined by
the processes of colonization and extinction.
To create a transition matrix element for a given
strategy q, we calculate the probability of y colonization
and x extinction events:
TðM;n;AÞ!ðM 0;n 0;A 0Þ;q ¼ Pq½ðM; n; AÞ ! ðMq; n þ y  x; AqÞ
where y 2 f0, 1, . . . , M – ng, and x 2 f0, 1, . . . , nþ yg.
Since the colonization and extinction events are assumed
to obey the Markov property and are assumed to be
independent events, we can rewrite the transition as
TðM;n;AÞ!ðM 0 ;n 0;A 0Þ;q
¼ Pq½ðM; n; AÞ ! ðMq; n þ y; AqÞ
3Pq½ðM; n þ y; AÞ ! ðMq; n þ y  x; AqÞ: ð7Þ
The probabilities can now be calculated using Eqs. 1 and 3.
Finite-horizon stochastic dynamic programming (SDP)
The optimal state-dependent strategy for a discrete-
time Markov process can be found using finite-horizon
stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) (Bellman 1957,
Mangel and Clark 2000, Puterman 2005). Finite-horizon
SDP is a backwards-iterative procedure that calculates
the optimal decision for each time step of a management
period in order to achieve a specified objective. We first
establish the objective function, which describes the
probability of extinction of all patches at the terminal
time (tmax). In this paper we use the objective that we
wish to minimize the chance of extinction of the target
species at some terminal time. We assume that the value
of the metapopulation is equal to 1 if the population is
extant at the terminal time, and equal to 0 if it is extinct,
hence the objective function is
VððM; n; AÞ; tmaxÞ ¼
1 if n . 0
0 otherwise:
(
ð8Þ
Using the objective function and the transition matrix
(Eq. 7), it is then possible to write the dynamic
programming equation for a state (M, n, A) at time t
by taking the expectation of the value function over all
TABLE 1. Definition of parameters used in the model.
Parameter Description
Number of patches, M current number of patches in the metapopulation
(M 2 fMmin, Mmin þ 1, . . . , Mmax – 1, Mmaxg)
Number of occupied patches, n current number of occupied patches in the metapopulation
(n 2 f0, 1, . . . , Mg)
Area of patches, A current area of each patch in the metapopulation
(A 2 fAmin, Amin þ k, . . . , Amax – k, Amaxg)
Colonization parameter, c probability that an occupied patch successfully colonizes an
empty patch in the next time step
Colonization probability, h probability of at least one colonization event in a time step
(see Eq. 4)
Extinction probability, e probability that a patch goes extinct in the next time step
Extinction scaling parameters, a, b parameters scaling patch area to extinction (see Eq. 2)
Time step, t number of time steps since management commenced
(t 2 f0, 1, . . . , tmaxg)
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of the state variables and choosing the management
strategy q that returns the maximum value function Vq:
VqððM; n; AÞ; tÞ
¼ max
q2 0;1;2f g
XMmax
m 0¼Mmin
Xm
n 0¼0
XAmax
A 0¼Amin
TðM;n;AÞ!ðm 0;n 0;A 0Þ;q
"
3Vqððm 0; n 0; A 0Þ; t þ 1Þ
#
: ð9Þ
Computing the value function over the management
horizon will give the optimal management decision for
each state at each time step to ensure that the objective
function is maximized at the terminal time. We solved
Eq. 9 using the process known as value iteration
(Puterman 2005). A single run of the finite-horizon
SDP for 10 time steps using the parameters used to
generate Fig. 1b (with c ¼ 0.1) was completed in 13
seconds on our processor.
Infinite-horizon stochastic dynamic programming
The finite-horizon SDP calculates the optimal solu-
tion relative to some defined stopping time (tmax). An
example of when this type of management would be
appropriate might be if we had a set funding period in
which we wished to maximize an objective for a species
of concern, but had no chance of future interventions
after the end of the funding period. However when we
are considering the extinction probability of a species we
frequently wish to manage for an indefinite time period,
as we want to maximize the probability of persistence in
perpetuity. In that case our management horizon
becomes infinite and we cannot set an objective function
at a terminal time, so we need a different algorithm to
obtain the optimal management strategy. In this case we
use infinite-horizon SDP (Puterman 2005).
Infinite-time SDP relies on the accumulation of
rewards that are assigned to each state based on the
local benefit of that state for a given action. In our case
we assign a reward of 1 point for each occupied patch
in a state. We denote the reward for state (M, n, A) as
r(M, n, A), and we define the reward to be r(M, n, A)¼
n. For example a state with three occupied patches is
given a reward r(M, 3, A)¼ 3. The optimal value for a
state is the sum of expected rewards, and the optimal
action for a state will be the action that provides the
maximum expected reward over the long term. Note
that finite-horizon methods also employ rewards,
however in this case we assigned all states with a
reward of 0 until the end state, as our only concern in
the finite horizon was to ensure that the population did
not go extinct. In the infinite-time case, we need
explicit rewards because we cannot define a terminal
state. This means that without short-term rewards, we
would never assign any reward, and the relative value
of all states would be static, meaning no action would
be any better than any other. Our management
objective for the infinite-horizon SDP is to maximize
the number of occupied patches in each time step,
which is similar (but not identical) to the finite-horizon
goal of maximizing the number of occupied patches at
the end of the management horizon.
We can write an iterative expression for the expected
sum of rewards (or value function), and iterate using the
value-iteration technique (Puterman 2005):
VqððM; n; AÞ; s þ 1Þ
¼ max
q2 0;1;2f g ½rðM; n; AÞ
þ c
XMmax
m 0¼Mmin
Xm
n 0¼0
XAmax
A 0¼Amin
TðM;n;AÞ!ðm 0;n 0;A 0Þ;q
3Vqððm 0; n 0; A 0Þ; sÞ
#
where s counts the number of iterations, and c is a
discount factor (0  c , 1) that discounts the
importance of future states because they are uncertain.
The discount factor can be thought of as how much we
value future rewards compared to immediate benefits.
Systems with higher values of c place a greater value on
future rewards, and systems with lower values of c place
a greater emphasis on obtaining immediate rewards.
Because the discount factor is less than 1, it forces the
value function to converge as s gets large. We set a
tolerance value (e) such that we continue iterating until
jVq((M, n, A), sþ1) – Vq((M, n, A), s)j, e (note that the
value function is an increasing function, since all
rewards are positive) for all states (M, n, A, sþ1). Once
this condition is reached, it means that the value
function is no longer changing much with time, so we
have obtained a time-independent optimal value func-
tion, which we denote V*(M, n, A). From this we can
obtain the optimal action (p*(M, n, A)) to perform for a
state (M, n, A), which is just the action that gives the
maximum optimal value function:
pðM; n; AÞ
¼ arg max
q2 0;1;2f g ½rðM; n; AÞ
þ c
XMmax
m 0¼Mmin
Xm
n 0¼0
XAmax
A 0¼Amin
TðM;n;AÞ!ðm 0;n 0;A 0Þ;q
3Vðm 0; n 0; A 0Þ
#
:
Because p*(M, n, A) is independent of time, it is the
optimal strategy to carry out indefinitely—this is the
optimal infinite horizon management strategy. In all
simulations in this manuscript we used c¼ 0.99, and e¼
1 3 103. A single run of the SDP for the parameters
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used to generate Fig. 1b (with c¼ 0.1) was completed in
45 seconds on our processor.
Deriving the myopic heuristic
To test the performance of the SDP against a simpler,
but inexact, algorithm we developed a myopic (greedy)
heuristic. The myopic heuristic considers only immediate
(i.e., next time step) rewards resulting from an action,
and does not consider the long-term benefits of being in
any particular state. For this reason the myopic heuristic
will only give a good approximation to the optimal
solution if the optimal action for most of the states is the
same as the greedy action, and taking greedy actions
does not result in moving to a state that is bad in the
long term.
We define the myopic heuristic to be the management
action that prevents extinction in the next time step with
the maximum probability. By multiplying the transition
matrices for colonization and extinction, we can obtain
a formula for the probability of extinction after just one
time step:
P½ðM; n; AÞ ! ðM; 0; AÞ
¼
XMn
k¼0
M  n
k
 
½1  ð1  cÞnkð1  cÞnðMnkÞekþn
if n 6¼ 0
1 if n ¼ 0:
8>>><
>>>:
Assuming n 6¼ 0 (i.e., population is not extinct), this
formula can be rearranged into the form of a binomial
series:
P½ðM; n; AÞ ! ðM; 0; AÞ
¼ ð1  cÞn Mnð Þen
XMn
k¼0
M  n
k
  ½1  ð1  cÞne
ð1  cÞn
 k
:
We can then use the binomial theorem (Rji¼0 ðjiÞa jibi¼ (a
þ b) j) to rewrite the series as follows:
P½ðM; n; AÞ ! ðM; 0; AÞ
¼ ð1  cÞnðMnÞen 1 þ ½1  ð1  cÞ
ne
ð1  cÞn
8<
:
9=
;
Mn
¼ en ð1  cÞn þ ½1  ð1  cÞnef gMn:
We can carry out two management options: either
increase the number of patches (i.e., increase M to Mþ
1), or increase the patch area (which reduces e [the
probability of local extinction] to enew). Since we want to
minimize the probability of extinction of the system, if
the extinction probability due to increasing the area of
the patch is greater than the extinction probability due
to creating a new patch, then the correct decision is to
create a new patch. Writing this in equation form gives
us the myopic heuristic. That is, if
ennew ð1  cÞn þ ½1  ð1  cÞnenewf gMn
. en ð1  cÞn þ ½1  ð1  cÞnef gMþ1n ð10Þ
then the decision should be to increase the number of
patches. Conversely, if the left-hand side of the
inequality is less than the right-hand side, the decision
should be to use the restoration budget to increase the
patch area.
State-independent strategies
Two heuristic management strategies were tested
against the optimal strategies and the myopic heuristic
(Eq. 10). In the ‘‘increase area’’ strategy, we increase the
area of the patches in every time step. Conversely, the
‘‘increase number of patches’’ strategy always increases
the number of patches. A do-nothing strategy was also
tested to show the relative benefits of different strategies.
Case study
We applied our methods to the Cleland Gully
metapopulation of the critically endangered Mount
Lofty Ranges Southern Emu-wren (Stipiturus malachu-
rus intermedius, family Maluridae) of the Fleurieu
Peninsula, South Australia. This metapopulation has
been previously studied by Westphal et al. (2003). The
previous study was a spatially explicit study only
applicable to the Southern Emu-wren. We use this case
to apply our general model to a specific example.
Southern Emu-wrens exclusively inhabit heathlands
and the dense vegetation surrounding swamps. They
rarely venture into the open and have difficulty
dispersing long distances. Only about 25% of the
original swamp habitat used by Emu-wrens remains
today (MLR Southern Emu-wren Recovery Team
1998). To apply our study, we assume that it is possible
to restore degraded Emu-wren habitat in the gullies and
low-lying creeks around the existing metapopulation.
We assume that managers can either add a new patch to
the existing network of six patches described by West-
phal et al. (2003), or else increase the areas of all patches
(so that the total increase in area over all patches is
equivalent to the current area of one patch) in each time
step. Both management options are assumed to have the
same cost as they add the same amount of area. We
assume that the initial patch area is 4 ha (median patch
area is 3.4 ha; Westphal et al. 2003). We used a relative
dispersal probability of c ¼ 0.04 (derived using a
dispersal mortality of 0.0046 m1 [Westphal et al.
2003] and an average inter-patch distance of 750 m).
To parameterize the extinction probability (Eq. 2), we
assumed that the extinction probability is 1 for patches
,0.2 ha (Westphal et al. 2003). Other parameters were
obtained directly from Westphal et al. (2003), and are
shown in Table 2. We use our model to examine the
optimal decision path to take over a management
horizon of 10 time steps (the Westphal et al. [2003]
model determined the optimal decision to take for a
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management horizon of 6 steps, assuming that a
management action could be carried out every five
years).
To test the robustness of the management strategy, we
also tested parameter combinations with high (coloni-
zation parameter 50% greater than the baseline) and low
(colonization parameter 50% smaller than the baseline)
dispersal mortality, which we refer to as ‘‘high dispersal’’
and ‘‘low dispersal,’’ respectively, and varied the
parameter scaling extinction probability to area by
650% (referred to as ‘‘low extinction’’ and ‘‘high
extinction,’’ respectively). The full set of parameters
for each scenario is contained in Table 2. This sensitivity
analysis follows the analysis in Westphal et al. (2003). In
each case the resulting extinction probability after 10
time steps was calculated for the optimal solution and
the heuristics.
RESULTS
Performance of the SDP solution and heuristics
The finite- and infinite-horizon stochastic dynamic
programming (SDP) solutions, the three heuristics, and
the ‘‘do-nothing’’ strategy were simulated for a period of
10 time steps for a broad range of possible colonization
parameters (Fig. 1a–c). The parameters (M¼ number of
patches; A ¼ area of each patch; a and b ¼ species-
specific parameters; n ¼ number of occupied patches)
used to generate these plots were: Mmin¼ 3; Mmax¼ 13;
Amin¼2; Amax¼35; a¼0.5. Fig. 1a–c were created using
values of b¼ 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75, respectively. For each
parameter value tested, the simulation was carried out
1000 times. The initial state for the simulation was (M,
n, A) ¼ (3, 3, 2). The probability of extinction was
calculated to be the fraction of the simulations in which
the population went extinct over the 10 time-step
management period. Despite being a short time frame,
a management period of 10 time steps was chosen
because it is difficult to run this model for long time
periods as the size of the state space increases with the
management time, which slows down the computation
and forces the model to allow for unrealistically large
patch areas. These drawbacks are discussed further in
the discussion section of this manuscript.
For all parameter combinations tested, the two SDP
solutions provided the lowest probability of extinction
(note that the SDP solutions are the uppermost lines in
each graph). There is little discernable difference
between the finite-time horizon and infinite-time-hori-
zon strategies; however the two strategies are not as
similar as they appear in this figure, as for some values
of c (the colonizing parameter) the finite-time strategy
takes many steps to reach stationarity. A stationary
optimal strategy is one that is independent of the time
until the end of the time horizon. If a strategy is not
stationary, this means that for time steps close to the end
of the time horizon, the optimal strategy will change for
some states, as the system tries to achieve the objective
by making short-sighted selections that maximize the
immediate gain without regard for the future of the
system (in this problem the states that have not reached
stationarity often ‘‘choose’’ to increase patch area, which
results in an immediate decrease in the extinction
probability, while for the same state the stationary
system chooses to increase the number of patches, which
makes no difference to the patch extinction probability
but increases the capacity of the system and improves
colonization probability). We ran the SDP in Fig. 1b for
100 iterations for a range of values of c, and found great
variation in the time to reach stationarity. For small and
large values of c, the optimal strategy was stationary
from the first time step (which is why the myopic
heuristic [a simpler algorithm that considers only
immediate, i.e., next time step, rewards resulting from
an action] is so accurate for these parameter values), but
for values around c ¼ 0.1 up to c ¼ 0.2, the system did
not reach stationarity in the 100 iterations, as the
optimal decision changed for a few states in the last few
time steps of the management horizon. For most of the
states visited in the simulations in Fig. 1, the optimal
decision is the same for both the infinite- and the finite-
time SDP solutions, which is why the two strategies give
similar results. However the two solutions will only truly
be the same once stationarity is reached. As the general
goal of species management is to maintain species
persistence indefinitely rather than achieve a finite-time
objective, we analyze the infinite-time SDP solution for
the rest of the paper.
Fig. 1 shows that for small values of the colonization
parameter c, the optimal solution is equivalent to the
‘‘area only’’ heuristic strategy, which means that when c
is small, increasing the patch area is optimal. When c is
large, the optimal strategy is to increase the number of
patches. However for values of c between c ¼ 0.1 and
TABLE 2. Parameters used for the Mount Lofty Ranges Southern Emu-wren (Stipiturus malachurus intermedius) scenarios.
Parameter Baseline High dispersal Low dispersal Low extinction High extinction
c 0.04 0.06 0.02 0.04 0.04
a 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.9 0.3
b 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38
Mmin, Mmax 6, 16 6, 16 6, 16 6, 16 6, 16
Amin, Amax 4, 19 4, 19 4, 19 4, 19 4, 19
Initial state (M, n, A) (6, 6, 4) (6, 6, 4) (6, 6, 4) (6, 6, 4) (6, 6, 4)
Notes: The Mount Lofty Ranges study area is in Fleurieu Peninsula, South Australia. Parameters are: c, colonization parameter;
a and b, species-dependent parameters; M, number of patches; A, area of each patch; and n, number of occupied patches.
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0.2, the optimal solution changes between these two
strategies, and the heuristic strategies do not perform
very well (note that the fact that the strategies do not
perform well around c¼ 0.1–0.2 is a result of the model
parameters used to generate Fig. 1, and not necessarily a
general result).
The myopic heuristic is able to predict the optimal
solution well for a large range of values of c, however
like the other heuristics it fails to predict the optimal
solution around c ¼ 0.1–0.2. The extent to which the
myopic heuristic underperforms cannot be known until
the SDP solution has been calculated, meaning that the
FIG. 1. Comparison of the performance of the optimal stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) solution with the heuristic
strategies for a range of colonization parameters (c) over 10 time steps. The SDP gives the lowest probability of extinction for every
value of c. The per-patch extinction probability increases from panel (a) to panel (c) and is controlled by varying the species-
dependent parameter b. The parameter b linearly increases the patch extinction probability and has values of 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 in
panels (a)–(c), respectively. Other parameters (M, number of patches; A, area of patches; a, species-dependent parameter) used to
create the plots were:Mmin¼3;Mmax¼13; Amin¼2; Amax¼35; a¼0.5. One management action (enlarge patches or add new patch)
was performed in each time step; all patches were assumed to be occupied in the initial time step.
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myopic heuristic has limited value when compared to the
SDP solution.
Increasing the parameter b increases the probability
of patch extinction, leading to an increased probability
of metapopulation extinction (Fig. 1a–c). The SDP
remains the optimal solution regardless of the value of b.
Effects of parameter variation on the
infinite-horizon SDP solution
Fig. 2 shows the results of the infinite-time SDP
solution to the system analyzed in Fig. 1b for three
values of colonization parameter and a (c ¼ 0.02, c ¼
0.05, c ¼ 0.08; and a ¼ 0.25, a ¼ 0.50, a ¼ 0.75). Both
parameters were varied by 650% around a chosen
starting value. We chose a baseline of c ¼ 0.05 by trial
and error to find a region where the results showed an
interesting transition between the two decisions. The
baseline value of a¼ 0.5 was chosen because it was used
to generate the plots in Fig. 1 (note that it was arbitrarily
chosen in order to generate Fig. 1). Each point on the
plots represents a point in the state space given by the
patch area (x-axis) and the number of patches (y-axis)
currently in the metapopulation. The number of
occupied patches is 1 in this figure. The optimal decision
at each state is shown by the color of the point
representing the state of interest.
Fig. 2 shows that the optimal decision for states with a
small area and few patches is more likely to be to
increase patch size. The optimal decision for states with
large areas and many patches is likely to be to increase
the number of patches.
As in Fig. 1, Fig. 2 shows that as the colonization
parameter (c) is increased, the optimal decision for a
given state is likely to change from ‘‘increase patch area’’
to ‘‘increase number of patches.’’ Fig. 2 also shows that
as the effect of area becomes more significant (i.e., as a
increases), a larger proportion of the state space has
‘‘increase patch area’’ as the optimal decision. If a
increases, then the proportional decrease in the patch
extinction probability as a result of increasing patch area
for a given area will be greater. The advantage gained
from increasing the number of patches remains constant
if a changes, and so we expect that the optimal decision
for a greater proportion of states will be to increase the
patch area if a is increased.
We also explored how the optimal decision changes
with the parameter b (Eq. 2), which is a parameter which
linearly affects the probability of patch extinction (Fig.
3). The optimal infinite-time horizon SDP solution is
shown for values of b¼0.25, 0.5, and 0.75, which are the
same values selected in Fig. 1a–c (650% varied around
an arbitrarily chosen baseline of b ¼ 0.05).
FIG. 2. Infinite-horizon SDP solution for the system tested in Fig. 1 with one occupied patch and three values of the colonizing
parameter c (c¼ 0.02, 0.05, and 0.08). The value of c increases from left to right, and the value of the parameter scaling extinction
probability to patch area (a) decreases from top to bottom. When the colonization parameter is low, the decision is generally to
increase the patch area. As the colonization parameter increases, the decision is likely to change to ‘‘add a new patch.’’ For a given
colonization parameter, as the magnitude of a decreases, the optimal decision is more likely to be to add a new patch.
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The probability of patch extinction decreases down
each column in Fig. 3. As patch extinction probability
decreases, Fig. 3 shows that the optimal decision is likely
to switch from ‘‘increase patch area’’ to ‘‘add a new
patch.’’ This is because the probability of patch
extinction is decreasing while the probability of coloni-
zation remains constant. We expect that in some states
the constant benefit of increasing the number of patches
will begin to outweigh the reduced benefit of decreasing
the extinction probability (i.e., increasing the patch
area).
The figures discussed above were generated assuming
a constant number of occupied patches (n ¼ 1), as it is
not possible to easily display four dimensions (M, n, A,
and optimal decision) as well as show parameter
variation on the same axes. Fig. 4 shows an example
of the effect of varying n for constant c, a, and b. We
checked the variation of the optimal decision for many
combinations of the variables used to create Fig. 1 but
found that there were no major changes in the patterns
observed (i.e., there was some local variation in the
decisions, similar to the variations in Fig. 4a–c, but no
dramatic changes that altered the shape of the optimal
decision plot on the figure) for this particular metapop-
ulation. For this system, the optimal decision does not
change dramatically with different values of n, however
the number of occupied patches does have an effect (for
FIG. 3. Infinite-horizon SDP solution for the system tested in Fig. 1 with one occupied patch and three values of c and b (c¼
0.02, 0.05, and 0.08; b¼ 0.25, 0.50. and 0.75). The value of c increases from left to right, and the value of b decreases from top to
bottom (which corresponds to decreasing the probability of patch extinction for a given area from top to bottom). For a given
colonization parameter, as the probability of patch extinction increases, the optimal decision is more likely to be to increase the
patch area.
FIG. 4. Infinite-horizon SDP solution showing the effect of
the number of occupied patches on the optimal decision. Panels
(a)–(c) show the optimal decision to take for n ¼ 1, 4, and 7
occupied patches, respectively. Parameters used to create this
figure were: Mmin¼ 3; Mmax¼ 13; Amin¼ 2; Amax¼ 35; a¼ b¼
0.5; c ¼ 0.02.
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example compare the optimal decisions for 5 patches in
Fig. 4a, b, or the optimal decisions for 11 patches in Fig.
4b, c). Because n affects the probabilities of both the
colonization and the extinction processes, it is difficult to
generalize the effects of the number of patches on the
optimal decision. In the example metapopulation used
to generate Fig. 1, the effect of n is comparatively minor;
however this may not be the case in all systems. The best
way to deal with variable n is to generate the full optimal
solution and use it for management, but we make this
note here to remind the reader that Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 do
not display the full state space, and only show the
optimal decision for the case when n ¼ 1.
A case study: the Mount Lofty Ranges
Southern Emu-wren
The SDP solution gave the lowest probability of
extinction for all of the five scenarios tested (Fig. 5). The
analysis was run for 10 time steps, which is relatively
short, and in many of the scenarios there is little
difference between the heuristics and the optimal
solution. Unfortunately (as previously discussed) it is
difficult to run this model for long time periods as the
size of the state space increases with the management
time. The other problem with running for long
management periods is that the constraint of equal cost
means that patch areas get very large in relatively few
time steps. This rapidly becomes unrealistic—for exam-
ple if we were to run the Mount Lofty Southern Emu-
wren metapopulation over 20 time steps allowing for
patch area increases in every time step, we would need to
allow for a maximum patch size of 88 ha. Given that the
patches currently average only ;4 ha in size, and that
the Emu-wren has fairly specialized habitat require-
ments, it is unlikely that it would be feasible to increase
the patch area by such a large amount in one time step.
In this example the size of the state space is 2112 states
and the maximum patch area is 19 ha.
In each of the scenarios, at least one of the heuristic
management strategies performed as well as the optimal
strategy. Even if one of the heuristics does perform well,
we have no way of verifying this without computing the
optimal solution, in which case we have no need for the
heuristic. It is noteworthy that the myopic heuristic
performs poorly in the high-extinction scenario, which
demonstrates that the greedy heuristic can fail despite
appearing to be a good predictor in many other
scenarios.
In the baseline case with optimal management, the
probability of extinction of the Mount Lofty Ranges
Southern Emu-wren in 10 time steps is 0.028. In the
worst-case scenario (high extinction) with optimal
management, the probability of extinction is 0.177.
The best-case scenario is the low extinction, which has a
probability of extinction of 0.001.
For the purposes of simulation, we ran the Mount
Lofty Ranges Southern Emu-wren scenarios for 20 time
steps (Fig. 6). Despite the extended run time, we kept
the state space the same as previously described. This
means that the maximum number of patches and the
maximum patch area cannot be surpassed, and once
either of these two limits has been reached, the system
will start to choose the other management option, as it
becomes the only option available. This gives the SDP
algorithm the opportunity to select all of the possible
management options in order of preference until the end
of the management time, rather than leave 10 manage-
ment options unselected, which was the case in all the
previous figures in this manuscript.
FIG. 5. Effects of the six management strategies for theMount Lofty Ranges Southern Emu-wren for the five scenarios tested. In
all scenarios the SDP solutions gave the lowest probabilities of extinction. Parameters used to create this figure are given in Table 2.
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The optimal strategy for the Mount Lofty Ranges
Southern Emu-wren depends on the true parameters of
the metapopulation. In the baseline case (Fig. 7, row 2,
column 2), the optimal decision is to increase the patch
area to an area of between 5–7 ha (for 1 or 6 patches
occupied, respectively), and then repeatedly increase the
number of patches until the maximum number of
patches has been reached (Fig. 6b). Once the maximum
number of patches has been reached, the only decision is
to select to increase the patch area until the maximum
patch size is reached.
Whether or not we should make new patches or
increase patch area is very sensitive to the parameters of
the model. If the low-dispersal scenario is correct, then
the optimal decision is to increase the area to its
maximum level and then add the new patches (Fig. 6a),
but if the high-dispersal scenario is correct then the
optimal decision is completely opposite—increase the
FIG. 6. Results of finite-time SDP simulations for the Mount Lofty Ranges Southern Emu-wren. The figure shows (a) the low-
dispersal scenario (c ¼ 0.02, b ¼ 0.38, a ¼ 0.6); (b) the baseline scenario (c ¼ 0.04, b ¼ 0.38, a ¼ 0.6); and (c) the high-dispersal
scenario (c ¼ 0.06, b ¼ 0.38, a ¼ 0.6). In each section, the four plots show (from top to bottom) the number of patches (M ), the
number of occupied patches (n), the area of the patches (A), and the optimal finite-time management strategy for each simulation at
each time step. Simulations for the high-extinction scenario were similar to the high-dispersal scenario, and simulations for the low-
extinction scenario were similar to the baseline scenario. These two extinction scenarios are not shown here for brevity. In each
section the optimal solution is shown for five simulation runs (different colored lines 1–5 in the figure) calculated over 20 time steps.
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number of patches for 10 time steps, and then add area
to the patches until the end of the management period
(Fig. 6c). If the low-extinction scenario is correct, then
the metapopulation behaves in a similar way to the
baseline scenario, but if the high-extinction scenario is
correct, then the optimal decision is to increase the
number of patches to the maximum number of patches
(note that simulations of the high- and low-extinction
scenarios are not shown in this paper for brevity).
DISCUSSION
Conservation managers need to make robust decisions
from a variety of options with limited time, money, and
resources. Simply knowing that a strategy is useful by
itself is not enough for practical implementation. Deci-
sion-theory analysis is necessary to provide quantitative
and reproducible results that allow managers to prioritize
their resources to where they can be most effectively used
(Possingham 1996, Possingham et al. 2001).
Whether a manager of a metapopulation should
increase the area of patches or the number of patches in
the network is a widely discussed problem in the
metapopulation literature (Etienne and Heesterbeek
2000, McCarthy et al. 2004). However most of the
discussion has been directed towards a general solution
with limited success, as noted by Westphal et al. (2003).
This paper treats the problem as a state-based problem,
which means accepting that a simple heuristic rule that
applies for all possible states may not exist. Stochastic
dynamic programming (SDP) makes it possible to
formulate and solve the state-based optimal solution,
producing the true optimal solution that will always
outperform heuristic solutions. In the examples consid-
ered in this paper, the myopic heuristic provided a good
approximation to the optimal solution for a large
proportion of the state space, and the results suggested
that there may be instances where heuristic management
can provide near-optimal solutions (such as when the
colonization parameter is very small or very large—see
Fig. 1). Despite this, although heuristic solutions may be a
useful way ofmaking decisions under some circumstances,
there is no way of telling whether the heuristic is providing
a good approximation to the optimal solution for a given
parameter set without using first SDP to generate the
optimal solution for comparison, so the usefulness of
heuristic management will always be limited.
Whether it is a better choice to increase the patch area
or to increase the number of patches depends upon the
current state of the system, and it is difficult to make
insightful generalizations. Our results suggest simple
generalizations, and we should increase the patch area
when the following are true:
1) the patch areas are very small (Figs. 2–4);
2) the colonization parameter is small (Fig. 1);
3) the extinction probability decreases rapidly with
area (parameter a is large, Fig. 2) and the parameter b is
large (Fig. 3); or
4) the number of patches is small (Figs. 2–4).
In each generalization, the converse of the statement
means that we should increase the number of patches.
These generalizations are useful to some minor extent,
but the plethora of possible parameter combinations
(and model forms) means that the general question of
whether to increase patch area or number of patches
remains an open question that is best solved on a case-
by-case basis, and SDP is the best tool for this task.
Applying the results of the study to the Cleland Gully
(South Australia) Southern Emu-wren population dem-
FIG. 7. Optimal SDP strategy for the Mount Lofty Ranges
Southern Emu-wren for a range of parameter values (including
the scenarios analyzed in Westphal et al. [2003]) with (a) one
occupied patch and (b) six occupied patches. The baseline
scenario is in the second row, column 2 (c¼ 0.04, b¼ 0.38). The
optimal strategy for the baseline scenario is to increase the
patch area when there are few patches with small patch areas,
and then increase the number of patches.
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onstrated the importance of the model parameters in
making optimal decisions. In the baseline case, the
optimal decision for the Emu-wren is to increase the
patch area to 5–7 ha, depending on the number of
occupied patches (Fig. 6b, Fig. 7). Following the
increase in patch area, the optimal solution is to add
patches until the maximum number of patches is
reached.
The correct model parameters are very important, but
also of great importance is the management objective. In
both the finite- and infinite-horizon SDP solutions, we
had the general goal of preventing species extinction,
however the exact mathematically defined management
objectives are not the same. The finite-horizon SDP
objective is to maximize the probability of species
persistence for a specified time frame, while the
infinite-horizon SDP objective is to maximize the
discounted sum of occupied patches. These two objec-
tives may coincide in some cases, but we noted that
because of the short time frame of our management
scenarios, the finite-horizon SDP solution did not reach
a stationary state for all parameter sets tested. This
means that in many scenarios the finite-time scenario
makes decisions of short-term benefit towards the end of
the management horizon that differ from the decisions
made by the infinite-horizon SDP. We chose to analyze
the infinite-horizon SDP for our results, as the goal of
most conservation projects is to ensure species persis-
tence indefinitely, however if we had chosen to use the
finite-horizon solution (as in the Westphal et al. [2003]
model), we may have obtained slightly different results
because the optimal solution is not stationary.
Our model has four key differences from the original
Westphal et al. (2003) model (we refer to this as the
‘‘Westphal model’’ in the following discussion). Firstly,
unlike the Westphal model our model is spatially
implicit, meaning we cannot store individual patch areas
or inter-patch distances in our model. The Westphal
model also has two major differences in the management
strategies. In our model we assume that it is possible to
restore multiple new patches, while the Westphal model
has only one potential site for a new patch. TheWestphal
model considers corridors, which is not possible in our
spatially implicit study. The final major difference is that
we have imposed a different constraint of equal cost to
the Westphal model. Our equal cost constraint means
that adding a new patch will contribute the same area as
the current area of the patches, so adding a new patch
results in larger and larger patches being added as the
area of the patches increases. TheWestphal model is able
to store different-size patches, and so in their model the
amount of area added in every management step is
constant for all management options.
Despite the many differences in the two models, there
is broad agreement in the baseline and low-dispersal
cases of the two models (both predict that the patches
are too small, and advocate increasing the patch area
before adding new patches); however the models differ
in the case of high dispersal, where our model predicts
that increasing the patches is optimal and the Westphal
model advocates enlarging the patches before adding the
new patch. This discrepancy is most likely a result of the
different assumptions of equal cost in the two models.
Given the vast differences in construction, it is
encouraging that the two models show the same basic
behavior, and suggests that initially increasing the size of
the patches should be a priority for the Cleland Gully
population of the Southern Emu-wren.
The comparison with the Westphal model highlights
the simplified nature of our model, and the reader
should be made aware of the limitations of the model.
Most obviously, the assumptions that all patches have
constant colonization potential (i.e., inter-patch distance
does not affect colonization) and are equally sized are
simplifications and will not occur in practice. However,
since we are generally interested only in the probability
of persistence of the population as a whole and not in
the specifics of the individual patch dynamics, it is
theoretically possible to aggregate the real, heteroge-
neous network into a homogeneous network of equal
mean lifetime (Frank and Wissel 2002). This means it is
not possible to use the model to make specific
predictions about particular patches in the network (as
in the Westphal model); however managers can still use
this model to demonstrate that their decisions were
optimal for the overall persistence of the population. In
the absence of precise patch-monitoring information,
which is rarely available, this spatially implicit model
provides at least some guidance for making good
management decisions.
By assuming equidistant patches, the study also left
out the problem of correlated extinction events between
patches. As Frank and Wissel (2002) note, this may or
may not be a concern, dependent on the dispersal ability
of the species and the correlation length of the
landscape. In cases where the species of concern is able
to colonize outside the range of the correlation between
patches, spatial correlation may not lead to long-term
extinction of the species. Where the species of interest is
a poor disperser and unable to escape the range of
spatial correlation, a spatially explicit model that can
capture spatial correlation will be more appropriate.
Perhaps the biggest drawback of our model is the
assumption of equal cost. While this assumption is
necessary to ensure that the two management options
are comparable, it affects the realism of the model.
Because the patches are always increasing in size and
number, the constraint of equal cost means that larger
and larger areas are added in each time step. This means
that while the amount of area added in each time step is
equal for both management strategies, the amount of
area added in different time steps can vary substantially.
The assumption requires that we add a patch area of
A/M (where A ¼ area of each patch, M ¼ number of
patches) when we increase patch area. This requirement
means that patch areas can increase rapidly over short
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time frames, leading to situations where small, habitat-
restricted metapopulations with patches of just a few
hectares can become large reserves of hundreds of
hectares in twenty or thirty time steps (for example, if we
have a metapopulation of two patches with an initial size
of 3 ha, and manage for 15 time steps, we have to
account for the possibility of the patches reaching a size
of Amax ¼ 1314 ha). Other than the physical improba-
bility of successfully restoring patches on this scale, the
other problem with the large patch areas is that each
patch area must be stored as a state variable, which
means that the size of the state space rapidly gets very
large as the time horizon increases. In this paper we have
worked around these problems by using a short time
horizon (generally 10 time steps) for management, which
keeps the maximum area reasonably low (Amax ¼ 35 in
Fig. 1 and Amax¼19 ha for the Emu-wren scenario). The
short time horizon meant that our finite-horizon SDP
model did not reach stationarity for some values of c
(the colonizing parameter; i.e., the probability that an
occupied patch can colonize an unoccupied patch) so we
had to defer to the infinite-horizon SDP. If finite-
horizon management objectives are necessary, we
recommend using a different approach. Although we
were able to work around the model problems in this
theoretical case, our equal-cost assumption is not ideal,
and a future way to improve this work substantially
would be to create a similar general SDP analysis for the
more difficult spatially explicit case.
As with all SDP solutions, this model has a large state
space for moderately sized patch networks with a range
of possible patch areas because the model has three state
variables. Analysis of large patch networks rapidly
becomes very difficult (however SDP still requires many
fewer calculations than Monte Carlo simulation model-
ing; Westphal et al. 2003). Having such a large number
of parameters and state variables also makes simplifica-
tion, visualization, and physical and biological interpre-
tation of the results somewhat more difficult; further
work to reduce the number of parameters could
potentially improve the results of this paper.
This study provides an optimal solution that can be
used to decide whether to increase patch area or increase
the number of patches in a network. This is the first time
that this question has been couched in a decision-
theoretic framework and solved using stochastic dy-
namic programming for the general case. Like previous
authors before us, we conclude that simple concrete
rules about management for all situations do not exist,
but that the complexity of natural landscapes requires
adaptable state-based solutions (Frank and Wissel 1998,
Westphal et al. 2003). Decision theory and quantitative
tools such as SDP provide us with the optimal state-
based solutions that are able to adapt with the changing
environment. In this study, we have derived the optimal
strategy for a general case that outperforms heuristics
and provides an optimal solution to a formerly
intractable problem in ecology.
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